We apply Shannon entropy, an information content measure, in sensitivity analysis (SA), stemming from the fact that the essence of SA is to preserve the maximum information content of the parameters of interest that are inverted from the radar response. Then, the sensitivity to the observation configuration and surface parameters is subsequently analyzed. Attempts are also made to explore advantages, by maximizing the information content, of dual-polarization and multi-angle in improving the parameter retrieval from radar sensing of rough surface. Simulation results show that the entropy is a good indicator of the sensitivity of the radar response to the surface parameter, as it contains information on not only the probability distribution of the scattering coefficient but also on its deviation. By information entropy, richer details, to large extent, on the scattering behavior are offered through quantitatively predicting the scattering signal saturation, evaluating the effect of using multi-polarization and multi-angle observation configuration, and identifying non-significant variables. It is found that Shannon entropy, compared to Renyi entropy, appears to better represent the sensitivity with respect to monotonic variation and narrower parameter ranges. The proposed entropy-based SA method helps to deepen our understanding of the microwave scattering behavior in response to surface parameters.
Introduction
Parameter sensitivity analysis (SA) of electromagnetic waves scattering from a randomly rough surface is pivotal in the field of remote sensing of surface geometrical and dielectric parameters [1] [2] [3] . For example, it is common to retrieve the geophysical parameters of interest, such as soil moisture and roughness, from the scattering measurements [4] [5] [6] [7] , based on analyzing the sensitivity of the scattering behavior and mechanisms. Additionally, by knowing the scattering patterns, one could effectively avoid undesired parameters, while accordingly devising a means to retrieve the parameters of interest.
One of the critical issues in the estimation of surface parameters from radar responses is that the surface parameters, including surface roughness (rms height and correlation length) and dielectric constant, are strongly coupled under a certain set of radar parameters (wavelength, incident angle and polarization) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, it has been both theoretically and practically motivated to conduct a parameter SA to determine an optimal observation configuration and to determine an appropriate approach for sensing and decoupling, to an optimal level, the surface roughness and dielectric constant.
There have been numerous studies concerning SA for scattering behavior from rough surfaces. Most of them employ partial derivative-based approaches, e.g., the studies by Chen et al. [9] , Mao et al. [10] , and Brogioni et al. [11] . These studies generally focus on the average impact of the input factors on the model outputs, and show difficulty, to certain extent, in accurately coming up with the sensitivity when the model input is uncertain or when the model is nonlinear [12, 13] .
For a random rough surface, it becomes a firm and indisputable fact that the scattering response varies nonlinearly with the surface conditions. Furthermore, there is a well-known problem of uniqueness in the radar response measurement, partly due to the complex wave-target interactions, and partly because of uncertainty sources, such as the random characteristics of rough surface and noise-corrupted radar echoes [9] . Thus, their uncertainties must be resolved, or at least quantified, before parameter retrieval algorithms can be applied with known and acceptable accuracy in surface observations.
Recently, global-based SA methods, such as extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (EFAST) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and Sobol's method [22] [23] [24] , have begun to consider the probability distribution functions of parameters as prior knowledge in examining changes in the model response. However, these methods often suffer difficulty in illustrating SA variations for specific surface conditions or observational configurations, which is essential in establishing surface sensing algorithms. Moreover, they are always based on a uniformly distributed sampling of input parameters, which results in questionable validity in practical predictions of the random processes involved in rough surface scattering [25] as well as the radar returns that are embedded in a noisy background, which are probabilistic in nature. In addition, it is found that the parameter ranges affect both the sensitivity indexes and their relative importance, and the different parameter intervals exhibit different sensitivities [15] , which can produce uncertainty in the interpretation of the importance of the parameters and may be misleading in the parameter selection. Thus, a more essential approach that considers both the derivatives as well as the scattering response distributions is expected to improve the SA that is required to meet a given surface condition's retrieval accuracy specification.
The goal of SA is to preserve the maximum information content of the parameters of interest, which are transferred from inputs to outputs of the radar response. Therefore, we attempt to adopt information theory, originally developed by Shannon [26] , to characterize the information content in terms of communications theory, to quantitatively and objectively evaluate the information of the sensor configurations and to evaluate observational uncertainty that is associated with parameter sampling.
To the best of our knowledge, SA on microwave scattering from rough surface using information theoretic criteria is not yet available in the literature. Apparently, quantitative and systematic insights from information theory into rough surface scattering properties should be attempted to explore the potential sensing capabilities.
The objective of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) introduce information theory in the SA of scattering from rough surfaces; (2) provide a comprehensive SA of the surface parameters and observation geometries; and (3) conduct an intensive investigation exploring the potential advantage of using dual-polarization and multi-angle in improving rough surface sensing.
Section 2 firstly briefly outlines the rough surface scattering simulation and the data model of radar measurements, and then introduces the method of applying information theoretic criteria in SA of scattering from rough surfaces. Section 3, the main body of this paper, analyzes the parameter sensitivity dependence of rough surface and radar configurations from extensive scattering simulations. Section 4 discusses the proposed information-based SA approach. Potential applications of dual-polarization and multi-angle are also given. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn to close the paper.
Materials and Methods

Surface Scattering Model
(1) Radar Scattering Coefficients
Referring to the geometry of scattering in Figure 1 , supposed a plane wave impinges onto a dielectric rough surface which scatters waves up into the incident plane and down into the lower medium, with the electric and magnetic fields been written as Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 286
where j = √ −1;p is the unit polarization vector; E 0 is the amplitude of the incident electric field; and η the intrinsic impedance of the upper medium. The wavenumber plane in incident and scattering directions are defined as follows, respectively [1] .
For linearly horizontal-polarized and vertical-polarized waves, the polarization vectorp, for incident and scattering waves, is defined aŝ
Surface Scattering Model (1) Radar Scattering Coefficients
Referring to the geometry of scattering in Figure 1 , supposed a plane wave impinges onto a dielectric rough surface which scatters waves up into the incident plane and down into the lower medium, with the electric and magnetic fields been written as (1) (2) where ; is the unit polarization vector; 0 E is the amplitude of the incident electric field; and the intrinsic impedance of the upper medium. The wavenumber plane in incident and scattering directions are defined as follows, respectively [1] .
For linearly horizontal-polarized and vertical-polarized waves, the polarization vector , for incident and scattering waves, is defined as For backscattering, which is the focus of this study, the incident azimuth angle is set to zero, and scattering angle is . For backscattering, which is the focus of this study, the incident azimuth angle φ i is set to zero, and scattering angle is θ s = θ i , φ i = 180
• .
In this paper, an Advanced Integral Equation Model (AIEM) is adopted as a working model for numerical simulations of backscattering coefficient from rough surface. The detail description concerning the model can be seen in papers by Chen et al. [27] , Wu et al. [28] and Chen et al. [29] .
(2) Surface Parameters
The range of parameters we used in this study is listed in Table 1 . The dielectric coefficient relating to the moisture content is obtained using Dobson model [30, 31] which is a mixed dielectric constant model. Moreover, we focused on the L-band (i.e., 1.26 GHz) as it shows good sensitivity to moisture content found in numerous studies. 
(3) Data Model of Radar Measurements
A proper data model is to enable a mapping of measurement space to parameter space in which we are of interest. Here, we detail the procedures. The radar backscattering from a rough surface can be mathematically modeled as Chen et al. [32] .
where x is the surface parameters vector; matrix A relates the surface parameters vector x to radar scattering coefficients y; and u represents the measurement error vector induced by system and calibration errors, and speckle noise. Note that the radar response is formed by, in general, the scattering matrix. For the purpose of this paper, and without loss of generality, we assume it is formed by multi-polarized scattering coefficients:
The surface parameters of interest are the normalized rms height ks, correlation length kl, and moisture content m v that is related to dielectric constant [30, 31] , where k is wavenumber:
When it comes to estimation and perhaps to filtering as well, the measurement Equation (1) takes the form for one-step time or sample n in framework of adaptive filtering such as Kalman filter:
where the subscript n denotes the measurement at a discrete nth time or sample step. The process equation relates the transition states of the surface parameters vector x:
where Φ n is a transition matrix, v n is the process error vector, and B n is the error matrix.
Information Theoretic Criteria
In this section, we first briefly introduced information theoretic criteria. Then, its relationship with data distributions parameters is analyzed with a purpose of application in SA of microwave scattering from rough surface.
(1) Information Theoretical Analysis Shannon entropy, a measure of information content, can be used to characterize the amount of information that we obtain when we observe the result of an experiment. Moreover, the entropy can also be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty because it is numerically equal to the amount of uncertainty contained in the outcome of an experiment before it is conducted [26, 33] . It has been Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 286 5 of 16 widely used in various models and applications, such as engineering design [34] , network anomaly detection [35] and species distribution modeling [36] .
Considering that the goal of SA is to preserve the maximum information content of the parameters, and that there exists uncertainty in the scattering process of a random surface, we attempt to introduce the concept of entropy into our SA of microwave scattering. It is natural to measure the information as a first step, using entropy, which is a measure of unpredictability of information content [26] . We aim to observe the entropy and mutual coherence among the parameters. This scheme enables us to quantify and objectively evaluate how sensitive the output is to the input variable (surface roughness and dielectric constant).
Considering that there are many entropy criteria, we shall start with two widely used criteria, Shannon entropy (SE) [26] and Renyi entropy (RE) [33] , which are defined as SE = scattering from rough surface.
(1) Information Theoretical Analysis Shannon entropy, a measure of information content, can be used to characterize the amount of information that we obtain when we observe the result of an experiment. Moreover, the entropy can also be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty because it is numerically equal to the amount of uncertainty contained in the outcome of an experiment before it is conducted [26, 33] . It has been widely used in various models and applications, such as engineering design [34] , network anomaly detection [35] and species distribution modeling [36] .
Considering that there are many entropy criteria, we shall start with two widely used criteria, Shannon entropy (SE) [26] and Renyi entropy (RE) [33] , which are defined as (11) (12) where is an expected value operator; I is Hartley's information content of observation vector ;
and P is the probability density function (pdf). Note that SE is a special case of RE , i.e., it is the limit of RE as
. In this study, we adopt the quadratic entropy, which is the RE when . In practice, we use the Parzen method [37] with a Gaussian kernel to estimate the pdf in Equation (12) , arriving at (13) where are components of . The base of the log function can be 2, e, or 10. In this study, the natural (e-based) log is used.
(2) Relationship between Information Entropy and Data Parameters
To explore the performance of the entropy in SA, we begin by looking into its relationship to the distribution of parameters, including the probabilistic distribution and the standard deviation . For probability distributions, the skewness, , and excess kurtosis, , are used to indicate asymmetry and normality, respectively. These parameters are given as (14) (15) [I(y)] = scattering from rough surface.
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In practice, we use the Parzen method [37] with a Gaussian kernel G to estimate the pdf in Equation (12) , arriving at
where y i are components of y. The base of the log function can be 2, e, or 10. In this study, the natural (e-based) log is used.
To explore the performance of the entropy in SA, we begin by looking into its relationship to the distribution of parameters, including the probabilistic distribution and the standard deviation σ. For probability distributions, the skewness, γ, and excess kurtosis, κ, are used to indicate asymmetry and normality, respectively. These parameters are given as
where µ is the mean of random variable x, σ measures statistical dispersion, γ measures the asymmetry of the data around the sample mean and κ indicates how outlier-prone a distribution is. Thus, γ and κ for a normal distribution are zero. If γ is negative, the data are spread out more to the left of the mean than to the right. Distributions that are more outlier-prone than the normal distribution have positive κ, with negative values of κ indicating distributions that are less outlier-prone than the normal distribution. In this study, seven typical probability distributions, namely, uniform, exponential, normal, beta, Weibull, Lognormal, and Gamma distribution, were generated. Their distribution parameters and corresponding entropies are given Table 2 , and their probability distributions are presented in Figure 2 . It was observed that the entropy, both SE and RE, has a close relationship with the distribution parameters. Overall, high entropy always corresponds to a normal-like distribution whose γ and κ are Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 286 6 of 16 close to 0.0. It decreases for a greater deviation from the normal distribution, which is characterized by asymptotic and normality. Moreover, for most distributions, a greater standard deviation σ always corresponds to greater entropy. Thus, it can be inferred that the output parameter is expected to be non-sensitive if the input parameter is disturbed normally, and the output parameter deviates greatly from the normal distribution and has a small σ. It is not difficult to understand this phenomenon, because, if the input is decentralized, a sensitive system is expected to have a decentralized output, while an insensitive system tends to be centralized, which can be reflected by a large amount of asymmetry and a normal probabilistic distribution, with small dispersion. Therefore, the entropy can be used as an indicator of the SA because it reflects not only the data deviation but also the probability distribution, which is also given by its definition in Equations (11) and (12). 
Case To further explore the entropy performance and determine suitable criteria, we compared the two entropy parameters, SE and RE, as a function of the data distribution parameters, for both the beta and normal distribution, with denser generated samples, as shown in Figure 3 . The reason that we chose those two distributions lies in that field-measured rough surface parameters are always random normal distributed. In addition, the scattering response distributions are more likely to be those distributions when the inputs are normally distributed, which would be discussed in Section 3.1. In the figure, it can be seen that, for the beta distribution, SE increases with increasing σ while the absolute value of the γ and κ decreases, as expected. Similar results can be found for the normal distribution, except for the γ and κ, which are approximately 0, due to the function for generating simulation data.
Moreover, it is interesting to find that, of the two entropy parameters, the SE can provide a better representation of the sensitivity with respect to a monotone variation and sometimes a linear relationship with the distribution parameters, in addition to having the narrow range of 0.0-4.0. The RE fluctuates, and could have some extremely anomalous high value, as shown in Figure 3a ,c,e. In Figure 3b Seven typical probability distributions. Case n (n = 1, 2, 4, 7, 13, and 15) corresponds to the case in Table 1 .
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To further explore the entropy performance and determine suitable criteria, we compared the two entropy parameters, SE and RE, as a function of the data distribution parameters, for both the beta and normal distribution, with denser generated samples, as shown in Figure 3 . The reason that we chose those two distributions lies in that field-measured rough surface parameters are always random normal distributed. In addition, the scattering response distributions are more likely to be those distributions when the inputs are normally distributed, which would be discussed in Section 3.1. In the figure, it can be seen that, for the beta distribution, SE increases with increasing while the absolute value of the and decreases, as expected. Similar results can be found for the normal distribution, except for the and , which are approximately 0, due to the function for generating simulation data. Moreover, it is interesting to find that, of the two entropy parameters, the SE can provide a better representation of the sensitivity with respect to a monotone variation and sometimes a linear relationship with the distribution parameters, in addition to having the narrow range of 0.0-4.0. The RE fluctuates, and could have some extremely anomalous high value, as shown in Figure 3a ,c,e. In Figure 3b ,d we also see very weak dependences of entropy on and for Normal distribution, compared to Beta distribution. Therefore, in the following section, we choose SE as the indicator of SA.
(3) Application of Information Entropy in SA of Scattering from Rough Surface
For the experiment, the procedure was divided into three parts: input data sampling, SE calculation, and sensitivity analysis. In the input data sampling part, we generate normal distributed random samples that involve surface parameters and incident angles. In this paper, 1000 samples were generated. The standard deviation, , was estimated to assess the uncertainty caused by system noise and the scattering properties of the random rough surfaces. Next, the parameters associated with each sample are fed into the AIEM model to obtain the backscattering coefficients and the corresponding entropy. Finally, the sensitivity to the surface condition and the observation configuration are analyzed comprehensively. Notice that, in this paper, we consider linear scale for radar signals.
Results
SA of Surface Condition
(1) Distribution Response of the Backscattering Coefficient Figure 4 is scattering coefficient distribution with the normal disturbed rough surface parameter as inputs. The exponential correlation function is used at an incident angle of 45°. In the figure, we can see that, for dry and smooth surface, the scattering coefficient remains normal For the experiment, the procedure was divided into three parts: input data sampling, SE calculation, and sensitivity analysis. In the input data sampling part, we generate normal distributed random samples that involve surface parameters and incident angles. In this paper, 1000 samples were generated. The standard deviation, σ, was estimated to assess the uncertainty caused by system noise and the scattering properties of the random rough surfaces. Next, the parameters associated with each sample are fed into the AIEM model to obtain the backscattering coefficients and the corresponding entropy. Finally, the sensitivity to the surface condition and the observation configuration are analyzed comprehensively. Notice that, in this paper, we consider linear scale for radar signals.
Results
SA of Surface Condition
(1) Distribution Response of the Backscattering Coefficient Figure 4 is scattering coefficient distribution with the normal disturbed rough surface parameter as inputs. The exponential correlation function is used at an incident angle of 45 • . In the figure, we can see that, for dry and smooth surface, the scattering coefficient remains normal distributed. With increasing surface roughness and moisture content, the behavior of the rough surface scattering is not normally distributed, as is frequently assumed. It is more likely to be Beta distribution, as shown in Figure 5 , and referring to Figure 2 . This disagreement can be described by the departures of the γ and κ of returns from normal distribution counterparts. Moreover, we can see that, compared to surface with varying kl and m v , the scattering response deviation is more obvious when varying ks. Finally, it can be observed that the HH-polarized distribution response is generally similar, but not exactly the same, as the VV-polarized ones.
surface scattering is not normally distributed, as is frequently assumed. It is more likely to be Beta distribution, as shown in Figure 5 , and referring to Figure 2 . This disagreement can be described by the departures of the and of returns from normal distribution counterparts. Moreover, we can see that, compared to surface with varying and , the scattering response deviation is more obvious when varying . Finally, it can be observed that the HH-polarized distribution response is generally similar, but not exactly the same, as the VV-polarized ones. (2) SA by Information Entropy Figure 6 is a volumetric slice of SE with three key surface parameters, namely, ks , , and in the , , x y z directions, respectively. In the figure, we observe that the entropy related to the HH polarization is generally similar to that of VV polarization. Moreover, the backscattering signals were found to be more sensitive to ks than to and . Those results are highly consistent with those by other methods, such as EFAST methods [15, 16] . The consistency between the different (2) SA by Information Entropy Figure 6 is a volumetric slice of SE with three key surface parameters, namely, ks, kl, and m v in the x, y, z directions, respectively. In the figure, we observe that the entropy related to the HH polarization is generally similar to that of VV polarization. Moreover, the backscattering signals were found to be more sensitive to ks than to m v and kl. Those results are highly consistent with those by other methods, such as EFAST methods [15, 16] . The consistency between the different models indicates again the feasibility of the proposed entropy-based method in SA.
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(2) SA by Information Entropy Figure 6 is a volumetric slice of SE with three key surface parameters, namely, ks , , and in the , , x y z directions, respectively. In the figure, we observe that the entropy related to the HH polarization is generally similar to that of VV polarization. Moreover, the backscattering signals were found to be more sensitive to ks than to and . Those results are highly consistent with those by other methods, such as EFAST methods [15, 16] . The consistency between the different models indicates again the feasibility of the proposed entropy-based method in SA. Note that, compared to other SA methods, the proposed entropy-based method can provide specific and detailed parameter sensitivity under various rough surface conditions, while there is Note that, compared to other SA methods, the proposed entropy-based method can provide specific and detailed parameter sensitivity under various rough surface conditions, while there is always only single SA data for global-based methods or limited data for local-based method. Therefore, the proposed method can give us more insight into the scattering behaviors of rough surface and, thus, ensure better use of microwave scattering data in surface monitoring.
Another interesting finding is that it is easy to determine the saturation point of backscattering signals in the form of rapidly decreasing entropy. For example, it can be seen that backscattering signals tend to saturate for a rougher surface, and wet soil prompts the saturation. Figure 7 shows the distribution parameters and entropy as a function of the incident angles. The figure shows that, when the incident angle increases, for surfaces with different values of ks, the γ and σ decrease first and then increase, while the κ increases first and then increases. The turning points of those parameters are almost at the same incident angle. Correspondingly, the SE decreases first and then increases, and the smallest entropy is always found around the small incident angles for a smooth surface, and it shifts toward a greater incident angle for rougher cases. This finding indicates that, for roughness sensing, the backscattering observation at greater incident angles is preferable for a smooth surface, while smaller incident angles for rough surfaces, with the aim of retaining the maximum information.
Sensitivity of Observation Configuration
figure shows that, when the incident angle increases, for surfaces with different values of ks , the and decrease first and then increase, while the increases first and then increases. The turning points of those parameters are almost at the same incident angle. Correspondingly, the SE decreases first and then increases, and the smallest entropy is always found around the small incident angles for a smooth surface, and it shifts toward a greater incident angle for rougher cases. This finding indicates that, for roughness sensing, the backscattering observation at greater incident angles is preferable for a smooth surface, while smaller incident angles for rough surfaces, with the aim of retaining the maximum information. For the moisture content, it is interesting to note that the distribution of m v is notably different from that of ks. For example, a surface with a varying m v has a negative γ, while it is positive when varying ks. The distribution response for a smooth surface with a small ks does not vary with incident angle, while a similar phenomenon can be found for a wet surface with high m v . The turning point of the distribution parameters always appears at larger incident angles (> 60
• ) for various values of m v , while it is at smaller incident angles for rough surfaces (< 60 • ) for various ks. In addition, the SE curve with varying ks shows monotone, and the scattering signal saturation appears earlier for a wet surface, while it is funnel-shaped, and the scattering signal saturation dip shift is greater at incident angles with roughness. The above results are based on VV polarization. Similar analyses with HH polarization indicate almost identical behavior.
SA of Dual-Polarization and Multi-Angle
Motivated by the different responses of the scattering signals from different polarizations, as shown in Figure 5 , two sets of simulation data with dual-polarization are combined (i.e., the polarization ratio and the polarization difference), as given in Figure 8 . The figure shows that dual-polarization is expected to provide some improvements in estimating the moisture content compared to single-polarized measurements by reducing the scattering coefficient saturation for rough and wet surfaces, which is a problematic issue in surface parameter retrieving.
For the moisture content, it is interesting to note that the distribution of is notably different from that of . For example, a surface with a varying has a negative , while it is positive when varying . The distribution response for a smooth surface with a small does not vary with incident angle, while a similar phenomenon can be found for a wet surface with high . The turning point of the distribution parameters always appears at larger incident angles ( ) for various values of , while it is at smaller incident angles for rough surfaces ( ) for various . In addition, the SE curve with varying shows monotone, and the scattering signal saturation appears earlier for a wet surface, while it is funnel-shaped, and the scattering signal saturation dip shift is greater at incident angles with roughness.
The above results are based on VV polarization. Similar analyses with HH polarization indicate almost identical behavior.
Motivated by the different responses of the scattering signals from different polarizations, as shown in Figure 5 , two sets of simulation data with dual-polarization are combined (i.e., the polarization ratio and the polarization difference), as given in Figure 8 . The figure shows that dual-polarization is expected to provide some improvements in estimating the moisture content compared to single-polarized measurements by reducing the scattering coefficient saturation for rough and wet surfaces, which is a problematic issue in surface parameter retrieving. • , 50
• ) in simulations, as shown in Figure 9 . Note that only varying the roughness ks and moisture content m v were considered because the scattering response to kl is comparatively less sensitive, as stated in Section 3.1. The figure shows that a multi-angle observation can help to address the issue of the scattering signal saturation for wet and rough surfaces, which is similar to the using dual-polarization. Moreover, it is interesting to note that for multi-angle, which is the combination of backscattering coefficients at two incident angles (σ VV(30 • ) /σ VV(45 • ) ), the SE is sensitive to ks but not to m v , while the combination of three angles (
) shows sensitivity to both ks and m v . This finding implies that one can use the ratio between the values of the backscatter data at two angles to estimate the roughness while assigning the soil moisture a constant value. The soil moisture can then be estimated based on the ratio of the three backscatter values using the estimated roughness. Note that there is an obvious SE dip for a multi-angle observation due to the almost equal scattering coefficients of those angles.
shows sensitivity to both and . This finding implies that one can use the ratio between the values of the backscatter data at two angles to estimate the roughness while assigning the soil moisture a constant value. The soil moisture can then be estimated based on the ratio of the three backscatter values using the estimated roughness. Note that there is an obvious SE dip for a multi-angle observation due to the almost equal scattering coefficients of those angles. 
(a) (b) Figure 9 . SE of the single and multi-angle when varying: (a) . 
Discussion
In Figures 4 and 5, we start with exploring the distribution response of the backscattering coefficient under different bare surface conditions with the normal disturbed rough surface parameter. We can see that, for rough and wet surface, scattering returns does not agree with the frequently assumed normal distribution, and is more likely to be Beta distribution. Therefore, scattering distribution response should be considered carefully to reduce the uncertainty in rough surface sensing.
To further indicate the sensitivity of radar response to surface parameters, we use information entropy because it not only reflects probabilistic distribution, but also the deviation. In Figure 6 , we find that the entropy-based SA results are highly consistent with those by other methods, such as EFAST methods [15, 16] . The consistency between the different models indicates again the feasibility of the proposed entropy-based method in SA. Moreover, compared to other SA methods, the entropy-based method can provide specific and detailed parameter sensitivity under various rough surface conditions, while there is always only single SA data for global-based methods or limited data for local-based method. Another interesting finding is that it is easy to determine the saturation point of backscattering signals in the form of rapidly decreasing entropy. Therefore, the proposed 
To further indicate the sensitivity of radar response to surface parameters, we use information entropy because it not only reflects probabilistic distribution, but also the deviation. In Figure 6 , we find that the entropy-based SA results are highly consistent with those by other methods, such as EFAST methods [15, 16] . The consistency between the different models indicates again the feasibility of the proposed entropy-based method in SA. Moreover, compared to other SA methods, the entropy-based method can provide specific and detailed parameter sensitivity under various rough surface conditions, while there is always only single SA data for global-based methods or limited data for local-based method. Another interesting finding is that it is easy to determine the saturation point of backscattering signals in the form of rapidly decreasing entropy. Therefore, the proposed method can give us more insight into the scattering behaviors of rough surface and, thus, ensure better use of microwave scattering data in surface monitoring.
Considering that the scattering's response to the incident angles and polarization are of great interest in optimizing the radar system designs, we analyze the scattering sensitivity as a function of incident angles in Figure 7 . The different distributions and entropy responses to the roughness and moisture content in terms of the incident angles and polarization imply a different degree of sensitivity, and thus, multiple incident angles and polarizations can help improve accuracy of the retrieval of parameters.
We then combine simulation data with dual-polarization and multi-angle, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The results indicate that the entropy-based SA can estimate visually the advantage of multi-polarization and multi-angle, and combining multi-polarization and multi-angle could help to decouple the effect of the moisture content and roughness on the scattering observations.
Conclusions
In this paper, we applied SE in SA of scattering from rough surface, and comprehensively analyzed the sensitivity to observation configuration and surface parameters including surface roughness (rms height, correlation length) and moisture content. Attempts were also made to explore, by maximizing the information content, the potential advantages of duel-polarization and multi-angle in improving retrieval of surface parameters from radar sensing. The results show that information entropy is a good indicator of sensitivity of radar response to surface parameters because it not only reflects probabilistic distribution, but also the deviation. By information entropy, richer details on scattering behavior is offered through evaluating in detail the parameter sensitivities, predicting quantitatively the scattering signal saturation, estimating visually the advantage of multi-polarization and multi-angle, and identifying non-significant variables, similar to normal SA attempts. Moreover, compared to Renyi entropy, Shannon entropy seems to better represent the sensitivity with respect to monotone variation and narrower data range. From the sensitivity analysis, it is therefore confirmed, on a more theoretically solid ground, that measurement from multi-polarization and multi-angle greatly helps alleviate the saturation of scattering coefficient at rougher and wetter surface, and even has the potential to decouple the effect of moisture content and roughness on surface observation. Thus, the entropy-based SA offers to deepen our understanding of the microwave scattering behavior, and, as such, to devise an effective retrieval of moisture content from radar measurements.
